
Repair Agreement
Entrant details

First name: Mobile:

Last name: eMail address:

ID/Passport: Date of birth:

Contact person in the event of an accident OR appointed guardian contact in the case of entrant being a minor

First name: Mobile:

Last name: eMail address:

Relation: Address:

Conditions:
I, the undersigned, will be a participant at the below mentioned track day / rider training school and have requested the use of a hire
motorcycle from Furiosa Racing. Participation includes track riding and related activities.
I confirm that the motorcycle made available to me is in good condition and I have had a chance to inspect it myself.
I confirm that I am in good health and with eyesight fit enough to pass an RTA road test.
I acknowledge that I can be removed from the event, without refund, if failing to comply with the organiser & DAMC/YMC safety
guidelines and/or instruction.
I hereby confirm that I am familiar with motorcycle riding & acknowledge the inherent risks associated, which in turn may result in
damage to the motorcycle occurring whether it be fault of my own or any other participant/reason.
I declare that I shall not abuse the motorcycle (no stunts, stunt attempts, rev limiting and mindfulness of the operating temperature).
I accept that any damage repairs required as a result of crash or motorcycle abuse will be carried out by Furiosa Racing in order to restore
the motorcycle to the condition received.
I understand and accept that Furiosa Racing will carry out the repairs in-house as far as reasonably possible OR if required, at a workshop
of their choice.
Pricing will be calculated at Furiosa Racing cost + 15%.

In the case that the motorcycle is deemed a total loss, the maximum replacement value will be agreed at (excl. VAT of 5%):
Ducati V2 - 90,000 AED Ducati 899 - 25,000 AED
Yamaha R6 - 60,000 AED Aprilia RS660 - 55,000 AED
Yamaha R7 - 50,000 AED KTM 390RC - 15,000 AED

I understand that the damage repairs will be paid in full a maximum of 37 days from the date of the event.

Date:

Signature:

It is mandatory for this form to be completed & returned along with full hire payment in order
to deem your hire booking confirmed.

Furiosa Racing FZC LLC          Mail: ride@furiosaracing.com
Ajman, UAE          T&C's can be found via the following link,
Tel: +971 547774072          https://www.furiosaracing.com/track-days?menu=1


